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Dear Parents, Students, Staff and Friends,

KEY DATES
Monday, 26th November, 2018
Year 8 Battle of the Bands
Tuesday, 27th November, 2018
Year 10 Careers Conference

Last Monday our new leaders for 2019 gathered for the day to reflect on what it means
to be a student leader at St Patrick’s Marist College and to work together to formulate
their plans for 2019. The evening concluded with a dinner with parents, this was a
wonderful way to come together in community. The leaders presented their ideas
to staff and parents. With their theme “Work as a team in 2019” they will continue to
focus on building community and strengthening relationships. I look forward to seeing
the ideas and goals of this group come to fruition in the coming year. I thank Mr Paton,
Mr Moussa, Ms Mollace, Mrs Pavlovich and Mrs Dunston for their contributions to the
day.

Year 12 Retreat: Our Year 11 students have recently finished their Preliminary

HSC course and are embarking on the final year of school life. So from now on I
will refer to them as Year 12 and what an outstanding group. Last week our Year 12
attended retreat. The feedback from students has been overwhelmingly positive. The
opportunity to step away from everyday life and take time to reflect on ourselves and
our faith is immeasurably important and one that most of us struggle to do. This time is
so important for our students as they begin their final 4 terms of a 13 year journey. It
is always wonderful to hear about deepening friendships and the forging of new ones
through this experience. Our senior retreat is not only a highlight, but one that makes
a significant impact on student’s faith journey. I thank Mr Paton for his organisation,
Ms Mollace and Mr Moussa for being there all week and for all of the teachers that
have given up their time to accompany and work with our students.

Cyber Safety Evening: We have been lucky enough to secure the services of
Australia’s foremost expert in Cyber Safety and young people, Susan McLean. On the
12th December, Susan will present to students during the day and at a Parent Forum
between 6:00 and 8:00 pm. This issue continues to be one that affects many young
people and challenges us as parents in dealing with these sometimes very complex
issues. I urge you to find the time to join us.

Thursday, 29th November, 2018
Year 10 All my Own Work
Friday, 30th November, 2018
Pastoral Care Day

Stay Connected:

St Patrick’s Marist College, Dundas

stpatsdundas.catholic.edu.au

The Mission

facebook.com/St-Patricks-Marist-College-1549337335358979

of Marist schools is to lead young people in the way of Mary, to know and love God
in the belief that they all can become good Christians and good Citizens.

2019 and 2020: We are currently taking enrolments for 2020 and will begin our interviews next week.
As we come to the end of the year it is very helpful for us in our final planning for 2019 to know if students will not be
returning. If your son or daughter will be leaving the College and you have not yet let us know could I ask that you do
so as soon as possible.
It is with great sadness that I share the news of the tragic passing of one of our parents Maria Marnan, much loved mum
of John (Year 12). We offer Adam, John, Luke, Sophia, Ann and Joe, their family and friends our deepest condolences
and ask God to wrap his loving arms around them during this very difficult time.

Eternal rest grant unto her, O Lord
and let perpetual light shine upon her.
May she rest in peace.
Amen.
Yours In Jesus, Mary and Marcellin.
Mrs Angela Hay

P&F Meeting
FINAL P&F MEETING FOR THE YEAR
Wednesday, 28th November @ 7.30pm in the College Staff Room
Our last meeting for the year will be held next Wednesday 28th November at 7.30pm in the College staff room. It will
be a short meeting followed by refreshments and nibbles to celebrate the end of the year. If you are planning to attend
please RSVP via pandfstpatsdundas@gmail.com for catering purposes.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your support of the P&F by attending meetings and volunteering
at various events. Look forward to seeing this community continue to grow and flourish.
We look forward to seeing you on the 28th of November!
P&F Committee

Mission and Wellbeing
WELLBEING FRAMEWORK
EMPOWER: Our students will be respected, valued, encouraged, supported and empowered to succeed.
Students of St. Patrick’s Marist College will:
• provide students with opportunities to put the Gospel values into action.
• participate in pastoral care programs that meet the changing needs of the student cohort of which they are a member.
• feel physically, mentally and emotionally safe.
• have the opportunity to show leadership and maturity as they grow into adulthood.
• have the right to a transparent management of incidents in alignment with the College Student Management Plan.
• have access to counselling and wellbeing services.
• have a positive, supportive and encouraging learning environments to become confident and resilient learners.
• Realise the importance of ‘failure’ as a reality and an important component of success.
• Build resilience skills to cope with change and failure.
Evidence of the “Empower” theme within College life:
• Student led assemblies
• Champagnat Awards
• Leadership positions: College Captains, House Captains, Prefects, Class Captains
• Formation of the Student Representative Council
• Academic Assemblies for recognition of success
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Peer Support Program
Vertical Pastoral Care lessons
Anti Bullying Document
Counselling services and Case Management meetings
Use of the “You Can Do It” program
Parents can access student diary for strategies regarding growth mindset
Parent Forum on “What resilience looks like”.

CYBER SAFETY INFORMATION EVENING
Parent Session:

12th December @ 6.00pm in the College Library

Student Session: 12th December
With only a few weeks before the school holidays starting, we have been lucky enough to
engage Australia’s foremost expert in Cybersafety and Young People.
Susan McLean will present to students and parents the important message of cybersafety
and what we can do to make sure that your children and our students maintain a safe online
presence.
The Parent session will focus on what kids are doing online and how to help students maintain
a safe online presence. Please read below for further details on Susan and the content
presented to students and parents over the two sessions. More details in information sheets
attached to this newsletter.

Susan Mclean is Australia’s foremost expert in the area of Cybersafety and young people. She was the first
Victorian Police Officer appointed to a position involving Cybersafety and young people. She took her first
report of cyberbullying in 1994 and since then she has conducted extensive research and has completed
advanced training in this area in both the USA and UK and is a sought after presenter and advisor to
Schools, elite sporting bodies such as the AFL, GP’s, and both State and Federal Governments. She has
authored resources for the Victorian DET, writes and reviews school Policy, provides crisis management/
advice to schools and law firms and is afforded ‘expert’ status on the Safer Internet Programme Data
Base. She is the most highly qualified of all Federal Government eSafety Presenters. Susan is a member
of the National Centre Against Bullying (NCAB) and is also a member of the Australian Government’s
Cybersafety working group and a published author. Her book ‘Sext’s Texts & Selfies’, is the definitive guide
for parents, teachers and carers to help children stay safe online.
RSVP: Please complete google form following
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfZKweM_-KWla5cASNHs2aCJNdb8MNNZP9BC05SALQRvSPJVQ/
viewform?usp=sf_link

INTERNET SAFETY
Google Digital Citizenship and Safety Course: Google has recently launched a free online training course

for teachers and educators to help them learn more about the concept of digital citizenship. This course offers a wide
variety of materials and tutorials geared towards educating teachers on the best strategies to integrate the ethos of
digital citizenship into their curriculum. Upon the completion of the course, teachers will get a recognition badge and a
downloadable Digital Citizenship and Safety Curriculum that they can use with their students in class.

Google - Be Internet Awesome: Be Internet Awesome is a resource kit created by Google to teach kids ‘the
fundamentals of digital citizenship and safety so they can explore the online world with confidence.’

Be Internet Awesome provides kids with useful tips on different areas related to online safety. They include tips on
how to responsibly share digital content and communicate with others, how to discern between what’s real and what’s
fake, how to safeguard valuable information and protect personal privacy and many more. Besides these resources,
Be Internet Awesome also provides a number of tools to engage kids in hands-on learning activities on online safety
and digital citizenship. Interlaid, for instance, offers four challenging games geared towards introducing kids to the key
lessons of digital safety. There is also a specific curriculum with a wide variety of lessons educators can download for
free and use in classroom. Parents can download a special kit to learn more and also help with raising awareness about
online safety. Check out Be Internet Awesome to explore the rest of the resources.
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VOCATIONS
Senior Leaders v Parramatta Priests and Deacons Basketball Game
On Tuesday, Fr John-Paul Escarlan led a team of Priests and Deacons to a convincing win over our Senior Leaders in
a game of Basketball.
Fr John-Paul was here to speak to our students in Year 10 about vocations. Not just religious vocations but being called
to what God calls us to be and using these talents to serve the community.
The team of Priests and Deacons used their height advantage to an easy win over the students. It was great for our
students to have the opportunity to play against the Priests but to also see the interests the priests have outside of their
vocation. Space was limited due to the construction of the shade cloth over the basketball court but Fr John-Paul will be
back early next year to bless the re-opening of the basketball court and also lead the Priests to another resounding win.

Mr P. Paton
Assistant Principal - Pastoral and Wellbeing
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ST PATRICK’S CHURCH HILL OLD BOYS MASS
Last weekend, on a bright and early Sunday morning, Claudia Sobral, Max Wahbe and I had the privilege of attending
the Old Boys Mass at St Patrick’s Church in the Rocks with Mr Paton, to take part in an annual Reunion the ex-students
host. We were greeted by Paul Daley and Philip Speers, who introduced themselves to us, and educated us thoroughly
on their personal history with the beginnings of our school in the Rocks. With each conversation with the Old Boys,
we all gained a new, deeper understanding of the history of our school, and the lifestyle habits that the students of St
Patrick’s at the Rocks experienced. The Mass was led by Father Michael Whelan, whom personally introduced himself
at the beginning of the Mass during the starting hymns. St Patrick’s Church in the Rocks is an absolutely gorgeous
church, the culture and history deeply enriched in every corner and crevice of the building itself. Mr Paton informed us
that they have an hourly service from 9am-6pm (11 Masses on a Sunday), which was an impressive fact to note - such
dedication to the church. When Mass concluded, we were invited to the reunion lunch, which was held in the Heritage, a
now Belgian Beer Cafe which once was the Hall for the St Patrick’s School in the Rocks. We spent the afternoon chatting
with the Old Boys, and listening to story after story of what life was like when they attended the old St Patrick’s. It was a
lovely experience, one in which I am honoured to have been apart of, and to have met such accomplished and educated
Marist men. I’d like to specifically thank Mr Paton for inviting us to this lunch, and allowing us to have such an enriching
experience of the pre-Dundas St Patrick’s.
Emma Gallagher
College Captain 2019
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MARIST SOLIDARITY RETREAT - NORTHERN TERRITORY
A Teacher’s Experience
At the end of October I was honoured to participate in a Marist Solidarity Retreat in the Northern Territory. The purpose of
the retreat was to come to a greater appreciation and understanding of indigenous culture, to learn of the Marist Mission
in Central Australia and to be empowered to live more fully the Marist Mission within our own
Ministry: Our backdrop was the Northern Territory landscape. Standley Chasm - or Angkerle - a place of women’s
business, became the backdrop for our first moments of reflection on Indigenous culture and our Marist Mission. Myself
and the 16 other Marist teachers from around Australia were given an insightful briefing by the manager of the Standley
Chasm on the struggles of Aboriginal Australian people in the area to maintain autonomy over their culture attached to
Standley Chasm.
At Simpsons Gap - Rungutjirpa - we journalled about our relationship with the landscape as well as our role as Marist
educators. Young Marist teachers then spoke with us about the challenges and rewards of working in remote communities
in the Territory. A retreat highlight was visiting Santa Teresa (Ltyentye Apurte) - a small community of 500 people about
80 km south east of Alice Springs. We were welcomed by Marist Brothers, Sister Liz Wiemers, the parish assistant who
coordinates the Spirituality Centre, and other community members. We were treated to a healing smoking ceremony at
the Spirituality centre led by Sister Liz, and then a night under the stars. We dined on roo tail and johnny cakes cooked
for us by the Marist Brothers, and Marcus, a Arrernte local and graduate of Ltyentye Apurte Catholic School and now a
teacher having just graduated from Notre Dame University.
We were blessed to be invited into the classrooms of Ltyentye Apurte Catholic School (preschool to Year 10) and
witnessed the magical work of the teachers, teaching assistants who are determined to offer a bilingual model of
education in Arrente and English, spearheaded by inspiration Principal Deb Magden and all the staff at the school. The
experience was enriching in many ways - there were many unanswered questions of how autonomy can be achieved
by Australian Aboriginals, but the work of Marist staff to maintain culture and offer support was heartening and inspiring.
Thanks to the hospitality of Brother, Sister Liz, Community of Santa Teresa, Solidarity Retreat leaders Ryan Gato and
Paul Harris, Mrs Hay and Mr Paton for allowing me to attend the retreat.

Ms S. Duffy
English Teacher
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Innovation, Teaching and Learning
YEAR 11 - HSC BEGINS
After the return of our Year 11 students from their retreat, the formal HSC courses have commenced. Students have
made adjustments to their subject choices and now formally begin the HSC journey. Year 11 students have prepared
themselves during the Preliminary courses so that they are organised, focussed and committed to an intense and
rewarding year ahead. It is most important that students are supported at home and directed to have a programmed
study timetable; a plan of tracking upcoming term assessments and having a balanced healthy lifestyle.
Study Night each Wednesday is an important time for Seniors to attend and collaborate with peers as they engage in
their studies. The HSC is their full time work and any part-time jobs need to support the demands and priority of the
HSC. The most important resource for success in the HSC is your child’s teachers. I encourage parents to ensure that
communication with each of your child’s HSC teachers is open so that a home-school partnership is strengthened to
enable support and success during the HSC year.

NEW SEMESTER REPORTS
As we draw closer to the end of Semester 2, Years 7 to 10 reports will be sent home. For Years 7 to 9, their Semester
2 Report will look different and provide an Outcomes based focus. NESA directs schools to report on each student’s
growth and performance in relation to course outcomes and to be reflective of the common grade scale. This means
that our new reports will clearly state each of the outcomes that were assessed during the semester for each subject.
Students will be awarded an A to E Grade for each outcome which then teachers will combine to provide a Final Grade
for the subject. The new reports will also provide a detailed Student Profile which reflects the skills, application and
approaches to learning. The new reports will be reflected in each Year group from 7 to 12 in 2019.

PRESENTATION NIGHT
A reminder that our academic year ends with a wonderful celebration of student learning, growth and success in all
aspects of College life. The evening will be held again at the Kings School on Tuesday, 11th December in the Futter Hall
commencing at 7.00pm till 9.00pm. Students are required to be present from 6.30pm.
With the change of our reports we have reviewed and updated our awards structure as follows:

Academic Awards Structure
There are a wide range of academic awards that students can achieve including:
Academic High Distinction
• awarded to Year 11 and 12 students who have achieved 4 or more mentions in top 10% of any 2 Unit subject or 5%
of any 1 Unit subject.
• awarded to Year 7 to 10 students who have achieved 5 or more Grade A across subject areas.
Academic First Place, Second Place and Third Place
• awarded to Year 11 and 12 students who have achieved a First, Second or Third Place in course.
Academic Distinction
• awarded to Year 11 and 12 students who have achieved 3 mentions in the top 10% of any 2 Unit subject or 5% of
any 1 Unit subject.
• awarded to Year 7 to 10 students who have achieved an A in 3 Final Grades across subject areas.
Academic Excellence
• awarded to Year 11 and 12 students who have achieved 2 mentions in top 10% of any 2 Unit subject or 5% of any 1
Unit subject.
Academic Merits
• are awarded to students in Years 7 - 12 to acknowledge those students who have continued to strive to achieve their
own personal best.
Academic Growth
• are awarded to students in Years 7 – 12 to acknowledge those students who have a consistent and demonstrated
performance growth from Semester 1.
Mr J. Scanlon
Assistant Principal - Innovation, Teaching and Learning
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Instructional Leader / Learning Coach
Recently, the College Leadership Team has been engaged in our annual review of College Priorities and 2018 Action
Plan. This year, we have had a focus on embedding the PALS strategy for Writing (Literacy), Accountable Talk in
Problem Solving (Numeracy), the staged implementation of Project Based Learning (Stage 4 focus) and Project Zero:
Visible Thinking metacognitive strategies for deep understanding.
In Literacy, the 2018 Writing Strategy, PALS (Purpose, Audience, Language, Structure) has assisted students in
developing their skills in writing. The emphasis has been in modelling the high expectation, sharing the success criteria
of what quality writing ‘looks like’. Peer and self reflection has been a part of this process, as has formalised opportunities
for feedback, in order for student growth to be tracked on our Stage 4 Data Wall. This approach embraces the work of
Lyn Sharratt (educational academic and CEDP associate) by exploring her Gradual Release of Responsibility framework
for the explicit and scaffolded teaching of literacy. I am pleased to share that the hard work of our staff and students is
reaping rewards for us here at St Patrick’s Marist. With Grammar and Punctuation, for the first time in over five years we
have grown students above the expected one band growth, improving our data by 24% on 2017 and 17.2 % on 2016. In
Writing, also for the first time in over five years we have grown students above the expected one band growth, with 8%
growth on 2017 and 16% growth on 2016 data.
With Numeracy, the Mathematics Faculty has completed wonderful work in the area of mathematical metacognition and
their commitment to Accountable Talk (encouraging students to articulate their problem solving thus stimulating higher
order thinking and reflection on their learning). The numeracy team has also tracked student growth through their whole
cohort Year 8 Data Wall, engagement in the EM4 research project and pre and post testing. This strategy has also seen
the fruits of their dedication, with our numeracy data remaining consistent and once again showing the full one band
growth from Year 7 to Year 9.
With these pleasing results in mind, it will come of no surprise that our SPMC 2019 College Priorities and Action Plan
will continue to explore and unpack these strategies that have brought us much success in 2018. In 2019, the Literacy
goal will now include PALS not only for Writing, but also for Reading; the Numeracy goal will move to Number Strand
and the ‘why’; the staged implementation of Project Based Learning will continue (Stage 4 & 5 completion) together with
Project Zero: Visible Thinking metacognitive strategies for deep understanding. Co-Teaching will also now feature as
we begin our planning towards the opening of our 2020 new building and additional College learning spaces. This term
has already seen the creation of the Co-Teaching Working Party of 18 staff engaged in targetted Professional Learning,
school visits to observe Co-Teaching in action and the planning of Co-Teaching units of work across the Mathematics,
English, Science, HSIE, Catholic Studies and PDHPE faculties.
Ms K. Maish
Instructional Leader / Learning Coach

Leader of Studies and Learning Analytics
YEAR 10 MINIMUM STANDARDS TEST: Students who had not met the minimum standards in their NAPLAN
have sat the test this week and will be advised as soon as results are released if they have met the Level 3 standard
required. Students will be given another 2 chances next year to meet this standard in Reading, Writing and Numeracy.
All students must reach Level 3 in Reading, Writing and Numeracy in order to receive the HSC.

YEAR 11 PRELIMINARY CREDENTIALS : are available to be downloaded from Student’s online on the NESA
website. Students need their 8 digit NESA student number and a pin number that had been assigned to them from Year
10. If students have forgotten their pin they can request a new one to be sent to their email address.
The Student Online account is to be used up until Year 12 and contains valuable information on the student’s individual
records. Use the following link to access Student’s Online: https://studentsonline.nesa.nsw.edu.au/
Stage 5 (Year 10) Credentials will be available to be downloaded from Student’s online on the NESA website on 7th
December. As above students need their 8 digit NESA student number and a pin number that had been assigned to
them if they have activated their Student’s online account. If you have forgotten your pin you can request a new one
to be sent to your email address.

YEAR 11 2019 RESOURCE / BOOK LIST: An email was sent out to all parents/carers and Year 10 students

on Wednesday advising them that the Year 11 2019 resource list is now available on the Campion website for students
to order required texts for 2019. A PDF copy was attached to the email.
Please find below the link which will take you directly into the Campion website.
https://order.campion.com.au/index.html#resourceListListView?code=3F167BAB. The School Code is... VVZ6
Miss S. Hagarty
Leader of Studies and Learning Analytics
St Patrick’s Marist College, Dundas
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Business Manager
LOST PROPERTY
We have quite a few items in Lost Property at the moment, ranging from school and sports uniform items, sports shoes,
drink bottles, lunch boxes, pencil cases, umbrellas, etc. None of these items have names on them. If your child has lost
anything, please ask them to come to the Book Room to identify and collect it. The Book Room is open on Wednesdays
and Thursdays before school, and during recess and lunch breaks.
Uniform items not collected by the end of the year will be added to our second hand uniform shop stock, while all other
items will be discarded.
A timely reminder to ensure that you label your child’s uniform and other items.
Ms V. Fraser
Business Manager

Pastoral
YEAR 12
Congratulations to all Year 12 students for the completion of their H.S.C Examinations.

Graduation photos: Parents have been sent an email detailing the process for ordering Graduation photos. Parents

will need to visit the Leading Image website: www.leadingimage.com.au and enter the Shoot Key provided in the email.
Photos are available at two sizes and will incur one Postage & Handling charge per order. All orders will be sent to
parents postal addresses and not to the College. If parents have any questions regarding their photo order please
contact the Leading Image parent hotline number on 1800 750 586.

College References: For those students who requested a school reference and completed the form, these references
are now available to be picked up from the front office.

HSC Results: HSC results will be delivered via email and text message from 6.00am on Thursday, 13th December,
2018. A reminder that students are urged to ensure their details are correct by logging into the NESA Students Online
Portal (studentsonline.nesa.nsw.edu.au). Students will need their 8 digit NESA number and 4 digit pin which was emailed
directly to students in Year 10. Students should ensure they check their personal HSC details (go to My Details).

ATAR: For those students who are eligible to receive an ATAR, please be aware that ATARs are released from the

University Admissions Centre website (http://www.uac.edu.au) and the My UAC app at 9.00am on Friday, 14th December.
It is important to note that ATARs are not disseminated to schools. Therefore, each year we ask our graduates to email
the ATAR they received to the College to clemottee@parra.catholic.edu.au.
Mr S. Belcher
Pastoral Leader of Learning - Year 12

YEAR 11
KATE FITZSIMMONS (Years 10 and 11)
On Wednesday, we had the honour of having Kate Fitzsimons visit the College to speak to the students in Year 10 and
11.
Kate is a motivational speaker and teen resilience specialist. Kate spoke about her own experience of losing her sister
Nicole to an accident on a holiday. Kate shared some statistics about anxiety and focused her presentation on the
importance of resilience.
Some of Kate’s powerful messages included:
• Resilience is about responsibility. You have the ability to respond the way you want.
• Just because you have a negative thought, it doesn’t mean its true.
• If circumstances make us react, we have a choice to react positively or negatively.
• THOUGHT - FEELING - ACTION - RESULT. Kate used examples to show students how when you have a thought
it is important to understand your feelings so you can react in a particular way to get the result you want.
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•

Our brain has a negative bias but Year 10 and 11 students are at an age where they can reframe their thoughts to
be more positive. Kate linked this to positive self - talk. For example rather than saying “I can’t do this,” say “I can’t
do this YET.”

Kate ended her presentation with a final quote, “You always
presentation and many stayed behind to ask her questions.

have a choice”.

Students enjoyed her

SLEEP CONNECTION SEMINAR
Further to our earlier Sleep Connection seminar, please see Sleep Connection notes attached to this newsletter.
Ms C. Mollace
Pastoral Leader of Learning - Year 11

YEAR 9
Parties and Gatherings
As teenagers mature in high school it is common place for families to organise social gatherings for their children. While
parties are usually a wonderful expression of community and love, there are risks associated with throwing a party for a
teenage girl or boy. Below is a publication from “Youthsafe Australia” outlining some strategies for throwing a safe party
for teenagers. (See Attached Information Sheet)
Mr D. Berner
Pastoral Leader of Learning - Year 9

YEAR 7
The Year 7 & 8 Dance was held on Friday the 16th of November and was a great evening for all involved. It was fantastic
to see our students enjoying themselves and interacting with the college Social Justice team on the dance floor. A very
big thank you to graduating students, Bailey Gott and Thomas Williamson for their assistance with the lights and sound
on the evening.
A reminder to Year 7 that our expectations are still high regardless of the time of year in terms of academia, behaviour
and uniform.
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Mr J. Hornby
Pastoral Leader of Learning - Year 7

WIYANGA
This Term, student in Wiyanga have been looking at different Community Workers and how they can help them. Last
week the students explore the day in the life of Firefighters and at the end of the week went to visit the Museum of Fire
in Penrith the students look at how firefighters , fire engines and their equipment have evolved over time. The highlight
of the day would have to have been the ride in the fire truck before heading back to school.
This term, the students have been engaged in different activities for Community Participation. Some of the students have
been practicing using their OPAL cards to travel into Parramatta and Eastwood, where they have engaged in different
social activities within the community. Other students have been travelling out to the Aengus Kavanagh Centre in Mount
Druitt, where they have been practicing ordering a hot drink and something to eat before sitting down to socialise with
their peers from Xavier College.

Ms K. Scotford
High Needs Support Teacher
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YEAR 11 - STUDENT LEADERS
“Work as a Team in 2019”
Our 2019 students leaders were taken to Peter Canisius House for the annual Leaders Retreat. Every year the College
gives the new group a chance to come together outside of school to plan for the year ahead. The students have chosen
“Work as a team in 2019” as their common theme and goal for all students. This theme will be envisioned in all the work
they do as they lead the school in areas of liturgy, social justice, learning, wellbeing, the environment and performing
arts. The students are looking forward to working with their cohort and with the staff to bring their goals for the college
to fruition in 2019.
Mr D. Moussa
Youth Ministry Co-ordinator
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Key Learning
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY - TIMBER
Year 10
During the course of term 3 & 4, the year 10 Industrial Timber students had been working on an assessment that
challenges their creative and innovative ability’s to design a portable case to safely transport a gaming console. The
driving question which directed the students investigation was “How can we design an innovative gaming housing
unit that will fulfill the needs of the target market?”. At the conclusion of the assessment, students were required to
present their final products to a panel, explaining how their project meets the brief of the task, the skills and techniques
applied within the construction of the product and how their product reflects their research . On the panel our school
was lucky to host Steven Hanna of E-sports integrity coalition, an expert in the gaming industry, alongside our very
own Mr Haddad. The expert panel judged and criticked the designs based on their practicality as well as their visual
appeal. Congratulations to Jordan Poole and Nicholas Scardilli who were selected for the best design closly followed by
Brandon Shashati and Michael Menin. Overall this experience was a great success in exhibiting the outstanding skills of
our year 10 students, proving their ability to present themselves professionally and think creatively.

Mr E. Haddad
IT - Timber Teacher

PERFORMING ARTS:
Year 8 ‘Battle of the Bands’ 2018
This week the annual Year 8 Music ‘Battle of the Bands’ competition finals were held. This event is the end point of
a project that all Year 8 music students worked on this year. In their Music classes, students formed bands, selected
songs, learnt how to perform melodies, chords and rhythms on their instruments and then collaborated with their peers
to create an engaging live music performance.
The finals saw the top ten Year 8 bands battle it out as they competed for the title of ‘Battle of the Bands Champions
2018’. Stay tuned to find out which band is victorious and who will be performing at the upcoming ‘St Pat’s Got Talent’
concert in front of the whole school next week!
Ms T. Andrews
Pastoral Leader of Learning - Performing Arts
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Year 8 Battle of the Bands

The first Marist Brothers arrived in Australia on the ‘Star of Peace’ on 21st February, 1872. On the 8th April, 1872, school commenced
at St Patrick’s. Our Newsletter is named, ‘Star of Peace’, as it too, hopefully, brings peace and good news to our community.
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Growing up Online
An informative & entertaining session for Parents and carers is
delivered with Susan's famous 'no nonsense' approach & will cover the
positive benefits of technology as well as what parents need to be
aware of:

v What are kids doing online – The popular social
networking sites and apps such as Secret Calculator,
Musical.ly, Instagram & Yubo as well as live streaming
sites.
v Online Grooming – What is it and when/how does it
occur? What are the warning signs & what to do if you
suspect this is happening to your child.
v Cyberbullying - What it is, where it happens, what it looks
like, how to prevent and what to do if it occurs. Also the
legal consequences and the possible criminal charges.
v Sharing Nudes – the taking and sending of explicit images.
The social and emotional consequences as well as the Law.
v Top Tips– how to assist the children in your care to stay
safe online via parental controls and restriction passcodes.
v Problematic Internet use and gaming issues.
v The session will conclude with time for Questions.

What Susan doesn’t know about Cybersafety is not worth
knowing! She is absolutely brilliant and her presentations
are dynamic and entertaining. She has the unique ability to
connect with each audience from young people to adults.
(Dr Michael Carr-Gregg Adolescent Psychologist)
Susan is a certified by the Office of the eSafety
Commissioner as a provider of high qualifty cybersafety
education to schools throughout Austrlaia. Each year
she speaks to over 70,000 young people and 1000’s of
teachers and parents
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Susan Mclean is Australia’s foremost expert
in the area of Cybersafety and young people.
She was the first Victorian Police Officer
appointed to a position involving
Cybersafety and young people. She took her
first report of cyberbullying in 1994 and
since then she has conducted extensive
research and has completed advanced
training in this area in both the USA and UK
and is a sought after presenter and advisor
to Schools, elite sporting bodies such as the
AFL, GP’s, and both State and Federal
Governments. She has authored resources for
the Victorian DET, writes and reviews school
Policy, provides crisis management/advice
to schools and law firms and is afforded
‘expert’ status on the Safer Internet
Programme Data Base. She is the most
highly qualified of all Federal Government
eSafety Presenters. Susan is a member of the
National Centre Against Bullying (NCAB)
and is also a member of the Australian
Government's Cybersafety working group
and a published author. Her book 'Sext's
Texts & Selfies', is the definitive guide for
parents, teachers and carers to help children
stay safe online.
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For Secondary School Students

Let's Get Real! - What you really need to know
about staying safe online.

Susan's secondary school student sessions are delivered with clarity and humour and will challenge all
students to stop and think about what they do online and what the consequences might be for them not
only today, but for the rest of their lives. After a few minutes, Susan has even the most challenging
audience listening intently as she recounts her extensive experience in this space, from her first report of
cyberbullying in 1994 to her training with the FBI, her visit to Facebook's HQ & her work with elite sports
clubs and other organisations. Two year levels can be in the same presentation if a suitable venue is
available. The theme of this 90min or double period session is Respect and Responsibility. Schools love
Susan's ability to connect with her audience and tell it like it is. Students respond to the clear way Susan
presents which leaves them with no doubt about what they need to do to stay safe online.

This age appropriate & interactive session for secondary students includes
discussion, a vibrant power point presentation and is supported by videos,
music, hilarious role plays and Susan's real life experiences. Time for Q's is
included at the end of the session & Susan is will chat privately to students
who may need advice about a sensitive issue. Topics covered include:v The Facts - What do you need to know about cyberspace in order to make good online
decisions. Fact V Fiction.
v Digital Reputation - What how you do online now and what you post will have an
impact on your future opportunities. What do ppl look for and how to make your digital
reputation as positive as possible.
v Cyberbullying - What is cyberbullying and how/when does it happen. How does it
make a victim feel and what can we do if we see it happen or if it is happening to us.
Did you know that cyberbullying is a crime & Police can be involved?

v Online 'friends' that are not really a friend. How strangers find us online and what

they might ask us to do. We look at online child sexual predators, where they hangout
and how to avoid. What is online grooming and who is at risk.

v Sexts - Sending, receiving & possessing naked or sexually explicit images. What are the
real consequences for under 18's, pressure to conform and legal considerations.

v What are the sites & apps that children are using and what are the age requirements
for each site. How wrong info about some apps is leading to poor decisions

v Staying safe online - How we can be as safe as possible online. How to set up a safe
social networking site.

v Time for discussion and Q's.
St Patrick’s Marist College, Dundas
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The Sleep Connection
Is your child sleep deprived?
Sleep for better health, resilience and performance.
What if there was a virus going around your school affecting 70% teenagers? What if that virus had
an adverse effect on physical development, mental health, behaviour, as well as learning and
academic performance?
These effects are occurring now, not through a virus but an equally virulent epidemic that is sweeping
through Australian schools. Sleep Deprivation. The good news is that, unlike many viruses, we know
the simple cause and effects of sleep deprivation and can take action now to deliver a cure.
Why is sleep deprivation such an issue?
Sleep, nutrition and exercise are core pillars of a healthy life, but sleep will impair function fastest if
you don’t get enough:


Learning and academic performance: sleep helps concentration and motivation along with
consolidation and strengthening of new information and memories.



Emotional and mental health: studies show children who are sleep deprived are more likely
to suffer from depression, anxiety, negative body image and low self-esteem.



Behaviour and decision making: sleep deprivation affects decision making capacity, has a
negative effect on behaviour and relationships, and increases risk of accidents.



Body systems: sleep deprivation affects children’s physical growth, brain development,
immune system and plays a key role in weight gain.

Why are our children not getting the sleep they need?
After talking to thousands of students the 4 main reasons they tell me they tell me they are lacking in
sleep are:


Technology/ FOMO (social media, gaming, Netflix, YouTube)



Homework/ study



Busy lifestyle combined with poor time management and procrastination



Stress

From a sleep specialist point of view the majority of child and adolescent sleep problems fall into
four categories, though for many people a combination are at play.


Insufficient sleep: This is the most common sleep problem influenced by lack of
understanding of the importance of sleep and hours required for optimal functioning. This
combined with a busy lifestyles and the drive to be socially connected means sleep becomes
undervalued and a low priority. Together this means children are simply not getting enough
sleep for optimal physical and mental health.



Psychological Insomnia: Is a common problem reported by adolescents. This includes
difficulty initiating sleep, difficulty maintaining sleep, waking up too early and non-restorative
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sleep causing significant distress or impairment. The cause is often anxiety, depression or
stress. Or it could be that they cannot switch off their brain from thinking and let go of the day.


Delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPS): Also known as “late body clock” or “night owl”. This
can be generally defined when the teen‘s sleep is delayed by more than 2 hrs of the desired
time. They have difficulties getting to sleep, being more awake late at night and sleepy in the
morning. This creates difficulties getting up at the appropriate time in the morning and they
may describe feeling permanently jetlagged. This body clock preference in adolescence is a
mix of biological factors, further exacerbated by lack of parental monitoring, academic and
social pressures and the use of electronic devices.



Snoring and Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA): Loud and regular nightly snoring is often
abnormal in otherwise healthy children. Sometimes it is a sign of a respiratory infection, a
stuffy nose or allergy. In more serious cases it can be a sign of obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA). This is caused by an obstruction of airflow when breathing, causing a lack of adequate
oxygen supply to the brain. In children this is most commonly due to enlarged tonsils and
adenoids but may also be influenced by factors including obesity and small airways.

How much sleep do our children need?
Dr Chris Seton from the SleepShack says the best way to judge how much sleep a child needs is to
assess whether it's “enough for them to wake spontaneously – meaning without an alarm clock - on
most mornings and avoid tiredness during the day at least until the last hour before bedtime".
The National Sleep Foundation recommends:


Preschoolers (3-5 years old) : 10-13hrs/ night



Primary School Aged Children (6-12years old) : 9-11 hrs/ night



Teens (13-17 years old) : 8-10 hrs /night

How do we identify children who are sleep deprived?


Habits :
-Difficulty waking up and longer weekend sleep ins
-Late for school
-Increased use of caffeine/ energy drinks



Emotions - Lower mood and motivation, stressed or anxious feelings



Brain - Difficulties concentrating, poor short term memory, declining grades
Younger children can exhibit symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
becoming excitable, hyperactive, disagreeable and engaging in extreme behaviours like
tantrums or aggression



Body - Tired body language, less energy, yawning, headaches

For others signs visit: Signs that children are tired

Some practical sleep tips:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Prioritise your sleep and create a regular sleep/wake routine.
Improve your time management skills.
Clear your mind by setting aside thinking and planning time prior to winding down.
Have a one hour break between study and sleep.
Have a one hour break between electronic devices and sleep.
Keep your bedroom an electronics free zone.
Expose yourself to bright light in the morning and dim light at night.
Have a relaxing pre bed wind down routine.
Limit weekend sleep ins.
Don’t lie awake in bed feeling stressed or frustrated. Try to do something to calm down and
then give sleep another go.

For further sleep tips visit-The Sleep Connection-Solutions
IMPORTANT: Seek advice from a health professional.
If you remain concerned that problems with sleep, however mild, are having an impact in terms of
wellbeing, school, relationships or home life then seek advice and see below for both online and face
to face options.

Professional Help
For suggestions on where to get professional help from visit: The Sleep ConnectionProfessional Help
Online
SleepShack is the clinically proven, online sleep program for pre-teens* (10-12 years) and
teenagers (13-18 years). If you have any questions regarding the correct pathway simply
email hello@sleepshack.com.au.
For more information visit SleepShack
Face to face

The Woolcock Institute of Medical Research has developed a comprehensive Paediatric
and Adolescent Sleep Service which includes an interdisciplinary approach to treating sleep disorders
in young people from birth to 18 years. For questions regarding appointments please call 0423 523
840 or 02 9114 0000.

For more information visit Woolcock Paediatric and Adolescent Sleep Clinic
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Epping Christmas Pool Party
Saturday 8 December 12.30pm - 4.30pm
Epping Aquatic Centre - 26 Stanley Road, Epping
• GIANT SLIDE • FACE PAINTING
• FREE POPCORN & FAIRY FLOSS
• GIVEAWAYS • SANTA VISIT & MORE!
Epping Christmas Pool Party Poster A4 V2.indd 1
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